


                 We started serving the na�on ini�ally as Sanjay Bio Fuel in 2000, 
which is s�ll func�onal at Rajasthan (Jaipur). That's when we found these 
issues of Global Warming, Net Zero Carbon Emission, Zero Carbon Footprint, 
Pollu�on Control - both in the Global and Na�onal scenario.

              We are adamant about providing the best user friendly 
and environment Friendly technology. We welcome customers 
from PAN India for pellet produc�on and to refac�on plant. We 
excel in a�er-sales services and technical guidance. We promise 
the same quality of all our machines on any terrain. Thus the 
“GREEN ENERGY-BY US, OF THE NATION, FOR THE EARTH."

                With an experience of about 20 years in this field, we 
have successfully developed Cu�ng-edge technology that makes 
the opera�on easy and fully automa�c with an input capacity of 
up to 120 MT to process a large quan�ty of their material. Syn-gas 
generated in the process is used again for burning, making it 
economically more viable in this technology. We are proud to 
announce that we are the pioneer in the produc�on cost control 
technology of biomass pellet produc�on.



· Our technology is a simple and unique technology, known in the 
na�onal and interna�onal cluster of biomass brique�e 
manufacturing machinery, in which we have made some changes 
according to our long experience of manufacturing the biomass 
brique�e and pellets as well. we can say it - a masterpiece of 
combina�on of experience and engineering together! by our 
machinery produc�on line, anyone can make pellets along with 
brique�es, very simply.

· The expense to convert the biomass into pellets is very low (or we 
can say-its similar to brique�e manufacturing). usually we can say 
it's only a bit higher than brique�e manufacturing cost.

· Similar technology is running in india since long �me, so its well 
proven and can run easily across india.

· It's been run since long �me in villages and remote center towns in 
india, so there will be an availability of operators at every state of 
india easily. and there is also a huge opportunity for rural 
employment genera�on across india.

· As this is a business concerning the villages and agriculture of india, 
the tender of handling the machinery is very easy and simple like 
tractors, harvesters, threshers, etc. any mechanic can find the 
solu�on for any type of problem in this machinery and can solve it 
easily.

· To produce this machinery line, the whole workshop is our own, so 
we can control the quality and service as well.

· The cheapest pellet manufacturing process can be done by our 
techno machinery only. so many people have visited and checked 
the same with all the details at our group company plant during the 
year.



· We are also a pellet manufacturing unit at our company since a long 
�me, so we are the most experienced team having all solu�ons for all 
the problems which we have faced during our longest journey in this 
field. it is natural that we have overcome all problems and made our 
machinery line as best performing, easy running, making the cheapest 
biomass pellets produc�on machinery line.

· Our india is full of varie�es in all the senses l.e. place, cluster, people, 
agriculture, biomass varie�es, atmosphere etc. our technology 
machinery is successful amongst all various clusters of india. we have 
developed the line according to all type places and biomass raw 
materials of india. so it can run at any place, in any state, with any type 
of agriculture biomass in india. making few changes in the line we can 
run it easily at anywhere.

· The most important thing about our machinery is, no one has 
developed the whole produc�on line in con�nuous flow as automa�c 
with all the lines needed for automa�c system, only we are the one 
who has made this possible with our long experience of manufacturing 
problems that we have faced in our past and we made is possible for 
india to run this easily and profitably.

· Our machine can run all the biomass raw material across india to make 
pellets & brique�es. our technomachinery is with less maintenance, 
with easy opera�ng system, having lowest drop downs, running with 
cheapest processing cost for pellets manufacturing, with less 
repairings.

· No one across india and across the world is having this type of  
complete automa�c produc�on (techno machinery ) line for 
manufacturing pellets and brique�es, except us - satyajit renewable 
engineering pvt ltd.

· We are the only one in india who have complete range of spare-parts 
and required equipment for ring die pellet machine, flat die pellet 
machine. currently, no one across india has this much spare-parts 
manufacturing range and service facility for all the type of machines.





The SRE-PB pellet cum briquetting combo unit is made of metal alloy which can withstand 
huge force from an oscillating piston. Flat die machine which uses a high efficiency motor to 
provide enough power to produce both pellets and briquettes by mechanical punch. SRE 
offers products with different output sizes (ranging from 8 mm to 100 mm) depending on the 
customer requirement. Moisture content should be below 10%.
Every type of biomass like groundnut shell, soya bean husk, pine needle, bagasse, cotton 
stalk, Juliflora, paddy straw etc. can be used as raw materials. It does not require any 
binding substance.



The SRDP series vertical ring die pellet machine is different from other horizontal ring die 
machines, this machine has a vertical structure, easy for biomass materials feeding, big pressure, 
big capacity and stable working. It is a high efficiency equipment for biomass pellet production.

This equipment is good at pressing low adhesive and hard molding materials, such as pressing 
the rice husk, hardwood sawdust, sunflower seeds husk, peanut shell, wood bark and other wood 
waste, it also can press different kinds of straw and agriculture waste. This pellet machine is widely 
used in the biomass pellet making industry and other pellet forming industries.

Main Superiorities
1. Vertical ring die structure, vertical feeding , easy heat dissipation, long running time.

2. Ring die is fixed, the roller rotates in the ring die, so no deflection, no shaking, thus the 
machine runs more stably.

3. Double-layer stainless steel ring die, up and down sides. One ring die can be used 2 times 
by turning it over. Cut down operating costs.

4. With a gearbox lubricating system and the roller bearing auto-lubricating system, the 
machine can operate continuously. ( 24 hours no stop working)

5. Hole based gearbox, big inside gears size, and increased gear modulus, make the gearbox 
strong and work stable. We give a 1-year guarantee for this type of gearbox.



The flat die poultry pellet mill is an ideal machine for farm use or testing. It is good at pressing 
different kinds of grass, straw, groundnut shell, corn straw and other agricultural waste into animal 
feed pellets or biomass pellets. This pellet mill also can make fertilizer pellets by pressing the 
animal waste.

SFDP series flat die poultry pellet mill using the high efficiency motor to provide the power, through 
the cardan connecting the motor and the gearbox (or motor shaft directly connecting with 
gearbox), big gearbox, bigger and strong inside gears are good for pressing hard molding 
materials and with big pressure on the machine, has more stable working and longer lifetime.

Flat die poultry pellet mill motor directly connects with the machine gears and shaft, also 
overcomes the loose defect of belt connecting as long time using, and stable working.



The use of hammer mill technology to grind the bigger size husks and chips of biomass (up to 
30mm size) into powder form. The rotor has  passed the dynamic balance test; it can rotate in both 
forward and backward direction. There are symmetrical operation doors and safety interlocks on 
both sides. It is smaller in size but efficient enough to meet the customer requirements. Output size 
of the raw material can be changed by changing the sieve used for screening. The operation doors 
are helpful to renew the sieve plate and hammers, also helpful for checking up and debugging.

This series hammer mill has reasonable structure, sturdy and durable use, safety and 
dependability, simple installation, easy operation, tiny vibrating, high efficiency etc. Most ideal 
grinding equipment of all kinds of wood chips, wood shavings, grass, straw, stalk, corn, weeds, 
soyabean, etc.



SDC series Drum Wood Chipper is one kind of special equipment for producing wood chips, 
widely used in the raw material preparing process in the factories of flakeboard (shaving 
board/particle board), fiberboard, papermaking and wood chips making plant. Small drum type 
wood chipper is the best equipment for a factory's laboratory preparing material.

Raw material for Drum type wood chipper cutting is mainly small diameter wood, lumbering 
remains (such as branches, twigs, trees etc) and woodworking remains (such as slab, plank, log 
core, waste veneer etc). It also can be used to chip non-lignin raw materials (such as flax pole, 
bulrush, bamboo etc).

Easy operation, simple maintenance, lifelong and the low noise. This wood chipper would be the 
best choice for factories and families which deal with wood scraps.

Drum wood chipper is composed of a base, blade roller, upper and nether (below) feeding 
organization, feeding equipment, hydraulic press cushion system and electric control system.



Industry leading designs and automatic reversal system for load protection makes it the best Twin 
shaft shredder. It is completely made of high grade steel to provide wear resistant and energy 
efficient operation. Its innovative cutter locking design provides high torque at low speed. Along 
with User friendly operation and robust design it has low maintenance cost and operation cost. For 
the best performance, a triple reduction gearbox box is aligned with the body on a single fabricated 
base.

It can be used for several materials like wood, biomass, industrial waste, tyre, cloth, household 
waste, electrical equipment, paper, P VC, foaming board, rubber, etc



Blower of this model reduces vibration for longer working life. This vibration reduction also 
minimises the power loss. In this model, decreased sound level makes better comfortable 
operating conditions in the production line.

As the blower is rotating machinery, it needs to run efficiently & without interruption. If it is not tuned 
properly, it can throw the rotation machine out. Our model's stability makes this disadvantage 
disappear



SGP hammer mill, the motor and rotor of this machine are installed on the same base. They are 
directly connected by coupling. The rotor has passed the dynamic balance test; it can rotate in 
both forward and backward direction. There are symmetrical operation doors and safety interlocks 
on both sides. The operation doors are helpful to renew the sieve plate and hammers, also helpful 
for checking up and debugging. Feed inlet is placed in the top of the crusher which can be matched 
with all kinds of feed equipment.

There is one piece of sieve plate installed at the bottom of the wood hammer mill. The size of 
crushed material could be changed by changing different sieve plates with different holes. 
Normally, the finished size is from 1mm to 30mm adjustable.

Spare parts like hammers and sieve plates are made by our CNC system, through high technical 
heat treatment. This series hammer mill has reasonable structure, sturdy and durable using, 
safety and dependable, simple installation, easy operation, tiny vibrating, high efficiency etc. 
advantages, which is the most ideal grinding equipment of all kinds of wood chips, wood shavings, 
grass, straw, stalk, corn, weeds, soybean, PVC foaming board, rubber and so on.!





SRE-FD dryer with heating furnace, feed port, rotating drum/ cyclic nodes, delivery pipe, dust 
collector and discharge port. Wet material is continuously sent to the drum tube by a conveyor. Hot 
air makes full contact with the material. Being delivered and scattered by the high-speed hot air, 
water in the wet material evaporates. The material gets fully dried in the rotating drum / cyclic 
nodes. The dryer is widely used in industries like biomass fuel, wood pellet fuel, sawdust briquette, 
farming etc.

The GHG type drum dryer is good for drying different kinds of biomass materials such as sawdust, 
wood chips, straw, fibers or other small pieces of materials.

But the QHG type dryer is only good for drying some powder types of materials.



The Auto Feeding unit is a 24-30 ft long container with rotating belt which can be filled with raw 
material to maintain constant supply to various other succeeding units. It also separates stones 
and other bigger particles which are harmful to other units.



SPC pellets cooling machine is mainly used for cooling 2-8mm diameter pellets, when outlet from 
pellet machines, the hot pellets temperature is about 60-80 centigrade, after using the pellets 
cooling machine, the temperature is not higher than room temperature 25°C.

The pellets cooling machine adopts counter flow theory, cold air goes inside of cooler from bottom 
and then go out from top, hot pellets goes to cooler from top to bottom, as time goes on, pellets will 
gather at the cooler bottom, cold air will cool them at the bottom gradually, in this way will reduce 
pellets broken, if cold air also go to cooler from top, which same as pellets, then hot pellets will 
meet with cold air suddenly,then pellets will easily break.  So, the pellet cooling machine can cool 
fully and equally, pellet breaking rate is less than 0.2%.

The SPC pellets cooling machine generally works with a cyclone and air fan, air lock. which is 
used to clean dust, also it can install a screener at the cooler bottom, which can separate dust and 
good pellets after cooling.



SBM-50 is a semi-automatic pellet packing machine. It is widely used for packing different kinds of 
powders and pellets into small bags, the machine has an auto-weighting system, with an internal 
sensor and control panel, we can set the weight for each bag.

After weighing, the bags can be sealed by a sewing machine or by hot sealing machine.

The SBM-1000 jumbo bag packing machine is good for packing the biomass pellets, animal feed 
pellets and other powder materials into bags.
Can set the weight of each bag manually. It is ideal equipment for a biomass fuel pellet making 
factory.



SM is Single-shaft mixer, SMT is double-shaft mixer. The mixer is widely used in mixing the 
powder raw material in many industries, such as feed factory, breed aquatics factory, chemical 
factory, food factory and flour mill and so on. The mixer can let the materials mix evenly and ensure 
the quality of the feed.

The SM single shaft mixer and SMT double shaft mixer are horizontal and a batch-by-batch type 
mixer. It has a special rotor structure and a high degree of homogeneity. There is a wide -door or 
full-opened door at the bottom, with no residual after discharge materials. Both the ends of the 
machines are designed with a double deck, to avoid leakage of materials.

The discharge outlet can be controlled by pneumatic (also dynamic electric or manual), making 
the action more accurate and sealing function much better. The oil/ water pipe is installed inside 
the machine. The whole structure is reasonable, nice appearance.



The SRS rotary screener has wide adaptability, simple feeding way, diversity, smooth operation, 
high screening efficiency and large screening capacity, small  power consumption, easy to collect 
dust, less maintenance, and simple and long lifetime. According to the size of the screen hole can 
separate the different sizes of materials.
This SRS rotary screener is widely applied in all kinds of material, most commonly used in the 
biomass pelletizing industry, animal feed industry and also in the organic fertilizer industry.

Vibrating screener machine uses a motor as the vibration source, making materials be tossed and 
moved forward in a straight line on the screen. There are several balls on the bottom of the screen 
frame that hit each other when vibrating, which can clear the screen and avoid blocking effectively.
The Vibrating screener is mainly used in biomass fuel pellets, mining, metallurgy, coal, thermal 
power, refractory, building materials, electric power, chemical industry and other industries of 
material classification.







The SPM-Assembly Line provides particular single machinery of the complete production 
line also. Which can be customised as per client requirement. This service is being 
provided by us as we have our own experienced and innovative team which can make 
client-demanded particular machine parts..

This is our strength that we can also provide divided machinery and its service in even 
better quality than any other companies or organisations across India.



The Assembly Line is completely customizable and can even be changed in automated 
machinery. With some changes and modifications, our team can change capacity and 
power of a particular machine part of the assembly which makes the particular machine 
powerful than the planted model of the SPM.The client can make demands and according 
to that we can make changes in production line for better working which is as per 
requirement of our client. Automation can be also added to particular parts of machinery if 
it's available according to the technology! Which is a very good feature for low cost 
partitioned automation!



This Production line is a complete procedure of pellet as well as briquettes production. 
automation is a key feature of the SPM - Automatic Pellet Cum Briquette Production Line.

It is a completely automated and user Friendly production line with low cost production as a 
bonus feature. This complete Production Line with all the required equipment can be 
available at any national or international venue.
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